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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM
Statement of the problem.

It is the purpose

of this study (1) to show that the worfc In the voice
classes at John Marshall High School contributes mater
ially to the music activities of Richmond, Virginia.*
It is proposed |2) to find the extent to which students
and former '.members
of the4 voice classes
are partial*
■
*
,
p&tlng in choral groups.

It will he attempted (3)

to. determine whether or net the -students are influenced
and prepared by the.work of the voice classes to carry,
on their singing after graduation.
In answering, the problem regarding the contri
bution made by the voice classes to Richmond -music {!}*
the objectives of education are presented, and the con
tribution of music to- the® discussed.

Music study In

the secondary schools is Justified by educators, and
their confirmation of the benefits to students and to
the community is 'given, -on 'toe basis that the music of
communities is improved toy the voice classes of the
secondary schools.

The contribution of the voice

classes of secondary schools to choral singing in com
munities is explored through case studies of three
churches, located in different cities.

To find the extent students and former members
of toe voice classes participate in choral groups (2),
a H a t of school and community engagements for which
the voice classes have sung is presented*

4 study

was made of toe students enrolled in toe voice classes
for one semester through toe use of & questionnaire
which dealt with participation in toe music activities
of the churches these students attended*

the results

are given of an interview with an officer of two chor
al organizations existing when the data were collected#
A statement has been made regarding solo positions
held by alumni of toe voice classes from a list* kept
at school, and from personal knowledge of toe invest
igator*
To discover whether or not toe students are
influenced by toe work of the voice classes to carry
on their singing after graduation (3), case studies
of alumni were made and studied*

& detailed descrip

tion of toe course for toe voice classes is presented
to show that there is a definite relationship between
what la learned in the classes and what is carried on
after graduation*

Some brief case studies were made

and toe results are shown to determine whether or not
students are influenced to sing away from school*

CHAPTER XI
TOE FOTCTIOt? OF MUSIC IH TOE SECONDARY
schooe m o m m
I* The Objectives of Education
Education 1# necessary in a democracy, so as
;

I

to have an enlightened elbiasfsry, and to maintain
and develop a. nation*

In America, according to the

Educational Policies Commission, the aim of education
has become the fullest development of the individual
within the framework of our present Industrialised
democratic society*

The results may he observed in

individualised behavior or conduct.3*
The objectives of education have been class
ified by educational leaders and professional groups*
Herbert Spencer, writing in 1860, set forth five
classes of- human conduct as a basis for educational
objectives?
(1) Self-preservation, (2) seCuring the
necessities of life, (3) the rearing and discipline
of offspring, (4) the maintenance of proper
social and political relation#, and (5) the
activities which make up the leisure part of
life.2

1 Educational Policies Commission, The Purposes
of Education in American Democracy {Washington, D« C.:
national Education Association of the United states
and the American Association of School Administrators,
If38), p. 41*
2
Appleton
Policies
American

Herbert Spencer, Education (Hew York: D.
.and 0o*, 1861, p."35jrwoited by Educational
0ommi#sionf The Purposes of Education in
Democracy, op. eii.', p. 43*

A second classification 1# found in the 1916
Report of the Commission on Reorganization of
Secondary Education of the National Education
Association, founded on seven cardinal principlesi
(1) Health- (2) command of the fundamental
processes, (3) worthy home membership, (4) voca
tion, (5) citizenship, (6) worthy use of leisure,
and f n ethical character. 2
A third classification* by Chapman and Counts,
made in 1924, gave six great interests about which
human life revolves;
Ken must always (a) cars for their bodies,
(b) rear their children, (©) secure the economic
necessities, (&) organize for civic action,,
(©0 engage in recreation, m & if) satisfy their
religious cravings.1^
A fourth classification is that of Bobbitt,
who presented a tenfold list of activities;
{1} language, (20 health, (3) citizenship,
(4) general social activities, (5) spare-time
activities, (6} mental fitness, (?) religion,
(8) parental, (9) imspeclalised or non-vocational practical activities, and (10) vocational
activities. 5

3 v* 3* Department of the Interior, Bureau of
Education, Cardinal Principles of Secondary Education,
Bulletin 19iS^ ’No "uu35 "TWashington, D. O. i Government
Printing office, 1918, 32 p~), cited by Educational
Policies Commission, The Purposes of Education in
American Democracy, ©p. cl£., "prm4¥T
^ James Crosby Chapman and George S. Counts,
Principles of Education (Boston; Houston Mifflin
Co., 1924, P* H F i S s T * 437-78}* cited by Educations
Policies OosQiaisslon, The Purposes of Education In
American Democracy, op. cit., p. 4*>T
3 John Franklin Bobbitt, How to Make A Curri
culum (Boston; Houghton Mifflin S., 19247, ~~p. 7-9,
cited by Educational Policies Commission, The Purpos
es of Education in American Democracy, op. cit.,

5
the Educational Policies Commission lias pro
posed m m

recently a, ela« sif1cation. having four

categories $
1*
2*
3*
4.

The
The
The
The

Objectives
Objectives
objectives
Objectives

of
of
of
of

Self-Realisation
Human Relationship
Economic Efficiency
Civic Responsibility®'

later, in 1939, Thayer, Zachry, and Kolinsky
expressed a different viewpoint.

They replaced the

bases for the objectives of education previously men
tioned in this chapter by concentrating on the needs
of the individual; and to the ease of toe secondary
school, upon toe needs of toe adolescent.

They said:

toe primary thesis of this book is that toe
supreme ‘
mission of secondary education at tola
time, is to help young people realize upon toe
si#tlfleant possibilities Implicit to their
changing status.?
toe school must have toe responsibility of
helping too student find himself in his personal,
social, and economic relationships, and develop a
philosophy of values which will give meaning and
purpose to life*

In past times toe purpose mf

6 Educational Policies: Commission, toe Purpos
es of Education to toertoam Democracy. op.' alt*,
p. w *
. •; ■
7 v* 5*. ®t*.yer, Carolift. B. Zachry, and Ruth
Keitasky, Reer&anIztog Secondary Education ( M m lorkt
P.* 4ppletoH-5in€uryw6ompany, incorporated, 1939),
p* #-*

education was to train students tor future occupation®
and for college; economic changes., however, give the
school greater respon-sibilt11ea for a large number of
young people*

fhayer, Zacfery, and Kotlmsky criticize

the school for ignoring the relationship of the senses
and feelings to intellectual functioning, and they
.urge more attention t# the emotional and social life
of 'the-student*

they group the needs of the

cent Into four areas?
1* immediate Social Relationships
2* Wider Social Relationships
3* Economic Relationship*
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II * Music Contributes To The Attainment Of
tee Objectives of Education
Music, especially Binging, contributes to- «oat
of the objectives of education, as they have been set
forth by the work of tee Educational Policies Commis
sion*

fo measure scad compare some functions of music,

/tee four objectives listed by this Commission shall
/ be used; and tee groupings, or areas, as set forte
/

/

by Spencer, the 19XS Report of tee Remission on
Reorganiaation of Secondary Education, Chapman and
Counts, and Bobbitt, will be distributed for conven
ience of analysis m

seems most appropriate, as

follows:
1* The Objectives of 'Self-Realisation
Health (listed by all four of tee author
ities)
Leisure {listed by all four)
Ethical character or religloB (listed by
all four)
t* tee Objectives of Human Relationship
Home {mentioned by all four)
Social life (mentioned by two)
3* tee Objectives of Economic Efficiency
Vocation {mentioned by all four)
4. tee Objectives of Civic Responsibility
Citizenship and democracy (mentioned by
all four)

The Commission has stated that their grouping
hm

been based on the material presented, and teat

there could be further subdivision* though each Is
related to tee other* ^
Music may be a contributing factor to health*
According to Henry Coward, eminent British vocal
export and choral conductor* singing is particularly
beneficial to health*

He writes teat singing im

proves tee general system of breathing, oxygenizes
the blood* Improves tee circulation and strengthens
tee heart, aids the peristaltic action of tee stomach,
-thus Improving digestion, raises tee spirit, often
banishes headache, improves tee carriage and figure,
and beautifies tee complex!on.!Q Slavson states teat
correct singing Involves Some basic processes in vital
organs teat are strengthened and stimulated through
It.

That singing is vibrated and rhythmic expiration;

viewed from this angle, its fundamental nature is
readily perceived.!! Bykema and dehrkens write teat

® Educational Policies CommiESlon, The Purposes
od Education in American Democracy* op. cit*, p* ‘47*.
.Henry Coward, Choral Technique and inter
pretation (London s Hove lie and So. ,Lte. /, pTbaT
11 S. H. Slavson, Creative Croup Education
(Hew York: Association Press, 193717 ? • !°3.

breathing Is tee source and regulator of all vital

*

!and

te# total

healing 'powera, and teat It- causes perceptible
changes, in functions of tea narrow ■and circulatory
systems by vibration, thus having power to dispel

has' an unique
from life, mad

Our art has
tee service of men. ^

Musis can be put to mere

uses, as an acscmplisto

# than any steer

-au1.JW8t.15 a direot ©arry-ofer from tee voice -classes

* Peter W,
and. Ad
p. 104.

and Company*
i M. P., Music,

it SI

Head Limited,,
I*, Hnrsell* Htaaftft f&lnbs M
P-713'I
15 ibid., p.

Music

bo the community i# recognized by many authorities,
and elasee* have thus transformed the singing of
glee clubs, choirs., and small ensembles, not only
In school, hut also in the community as well.l^
Pupils who have learned to sing during high school
days have developed the desire to take their places
in church choirs and other adult organisations, and
they will sing in their homes and at social gatherings*
Their training may offset some of tee had singing
heard; or the .radio, so that hotter programs may be
/

eventually demanded.

The music students will not

only want to- sing or play, hut also will he shltm-*
lated;to be keener listeners to smsteal events*
In the matter of carry-over, there Is an opportunity
to.neutralize the materialism we have developed*^
Music can alleviate‘the effects of routine employment,
and tee fact teat many Industrial workers spend large
sums of jeeney for mechanical music shows tee meed
they -feel ^

’

Bfk&mm and Oehrkene, op* cit*, p. 104.

17 ibid*, p. xslll*
•’1® Mtzrsell, op. cit., p. 75*
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Music has always bean m

closely attached to

religion, the next .area of consideration, teat It can
bo thought part' of it*. *tee .singing of sacred texts,
set to music by tee masters, ,provides for tee students
a religious experience teat can be & decided moral
force*

tec desire to sing with a group may bring

many students under religious Inf 1moBCs*

The -school,

can give a religious emphasis- throng music- without,
giving offense to these who oppose any religious trainlug within Its walls*

nMusi$ Is one of tee most

essential and convincing expressions of that talte
In truth ant goodness. In beauty which alone -makes
life worth telle.

Music is a moral force, though

no music in itself has direct moral power* tee power
lies In our response to It and what we do with it*
It -fumishsa opportunities for students to experience
aeMevement*

It has 'moral influence due to its- sain-

benanow of proper- and honest statsdards, because It
naturally arranges Itself in tee form, of significant
undertakings*

It can he- am aid to self control

through- its study.5®

•-- W James L. Mursell, Music Ah- American Schools
(Hew XorJt: silver BurdettCompany, l555TTHp~
"
James L. Mursell. Human Values In Music1
Education, op* eit*? pp* 142-15IT

tn the home, music is a power to bring cheer
and build morale,

tee mother* s lullabies bring to

the child a sense of security and confidence*

tee

family, singing as a group, or listening together,
are unconsciously welding together forces which make
the home the greatest unit of our culture.

Above all

music should be made humanly significant; and this
can be done by teaching songs the children will like
to sing outside school, thus affecting the home*

21

Music should be taught in school because growing
skill in music is an experience which increases human
happiness*

Bo subject has more to do with making a

happy school than music, and it can do the same for
the home*55
tee importance of music In tee area of social
life will be treated at greater length In tee section
dealing with the community —

a more comprehensive

classification.

£1 Mura©11, Human Values in Music Education.
op. cit., p. 21*
55 Dykema and Oehrkens, op. cit., pp. xlx-xxl.

that & large proportion of students will make a pro
fession: of music, but it. is possible for students
to- receive fees for singing, or for placing*

Musio,

therefore, may he thought of as being a part of the
vocational field.

For example, plans for a vocational

school to he built in Richmond provide for elaborate
equipment and quarters for musio study, w e a l and
instrumental •
Music in the area of citizenship and democracy
will be discussed at length in the section on the
coammlty.

The major function of music is to aid in

developing personalities, help make social adjustments,
strengthen faith in democratic ideals, and build
culture.2^
It Is

the classification given

by .the. Educational Policies Eomi&issloii, Objectives of
3elf-Realization, and that of' fhajrer, Esehry, and
-Kotinshjr* Personal, hiving have the same general aims
regarding the Individual*.# development, and partic*
t
«
ularly, his emotional life and personality. Music is
very potent lit this realm*

Mure ell states that a

musical person is one having enthusiasm for music,

23 Lllla Belle Pitts, toe Music. Curriculum
in a Changing World (ffew forks silver' Bj^aft^ompany, 1944), p-* of*
M IM W

ffp»-

J ie iW W jV Up HW,

*

one wh# seeks wider experience# in t o s -I#- and I#
of serious study, and who makes m a l e a part
Xife.2^ Music, he also writes, exists
be ..serve humanity and to glorify human Ilfs*.

It

enables one. to be aware of new things in. to# world,
and. now possibilities -in en#fs seXf.2^ Musle Is a

It. express#:# sontlaent In .tone. 27 Many of our students
will pass through life In hus-dru® and dreary occupa
tion#, and only the things of toe spirit will giwe
then release-; isusle dan- change. life for them, for It
provides nurture for toe spirit of man*2S Music can
be an agency for mental and personal growth, by overcoming repressions and through self egression.

2% M e e i l , IBM&fl in jygtrjean Schools, op*' cit.,
p.
25 Mursell, Human Values. 'in Music Education,
op. cit.# pp. 8 -2 5 ,
Carl E. Seashore,
onto and Music,* The
'School Review* dpril* l£40, pp.
^ Clara Josephine McCauley, 4 Professional
ized Studv of Public School Music {Khoiville. Tennesoee: Jos* E« Ivent, If32), p. 20.
and &ehrkerns, op. cit., p. xxiv.
2f Mursell, Human Value# In Muele Education.
0p.

tola 1# a disciplined self

since boa
am

In toe high
they are- $
one of the.

avenues to

feeling frequently Influences students to
find to other »eas«, as the detective
play, sex

0 and cheap moving plot***
toe school must provide worthy
opportunities, and eingtog mm- be a means

of

experience, expression*

and re-

should he chosen .with a view to- their
w*
same
much attention has been

to a .aeiam-

m a l y sis of the influence of music om man1#
thought

relaxation and enjoyment.

R. C. A. Victor has made
*
4‘
a research along this line, an&vtoey found that most
think music is helpful. 31

op*

Mursell. Human Values in Music. Education,
*p WP *

* W. A. Kerr, arid
I. 0. Middleton, P. «X.
Peelings
of RestfulM* Apft, wto« Effect of Music ©a
mesa and Pleasantness,n Journal,
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la personality development* singing will improve
the speaking voice* in quality, volume, and enuncia%
tion.

This is particularly true if a good singing

method is taught.32
All teaching must aim to promote both appre
ciation and technical

power.

33 pr# John Ersklne thinks

that performance is more Important than listening#^
McCauley thinks that the aim in music instruction Is
the development of love of music, both in listening
and participation.35 Mursell has said:
To be valuable in education, an experience
must have these characteristics: it must be active
rather than passive, it should be many-sided,
and culturally significant — music fills these
conditions with remarkable perfectlon.3o

32 pykesta and Oehrkens, op* cit*, p* 104.
33 ibid., p. 19*
34 Mursell, Human Values in Music Education.
W'mw
Op* cit.f P* TTt
, ,t

9

I ilB if f w

r ip

lNlto>l» w l* r t |*M1ii— irff.t:

HM.HM

, m WI|i f K irM W

m ir r m il HBH»m

M null 9

35 McCauley* op* cit*, p. 28*
36 Mursell, Human Values in Music Education*
■pp.* cit*, pp. 31-32.
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III. Music Contributes To CosmnBity life
The ob jectives of education, as they apply to
community life, cannot, he separated, from their appli
cations to an Individual, since the individuals make
up a community.

An Individual, undoubtedly, makes

contributions to his community, and the community
makes Its Impression on its Individuals*

The Educa

tional Policies Commission* s fourth classification,
The Objectives of Civic Responsibility, and the
classifications of Thayer, Zachry, and Kotinaky
concerning Social Relationships are assumed to have
some common factors, and will he considered as having
for their field of observation toe community * Music
contributes to toes© objectives as It serves the
community.
Susie develops a strong social value —

a de

sire to share with others toe results of music study* 37
Many persons will he fated to lives of routine toll;
some communities provide ways to meet this unsatis
factory condition* 38 Flint, Michigan, Bethlehem,
Pennsylvania, and Lindsborg, Kansas, are three places

37 Bykema and gehrkens, op* cit*, p. 23*
38 Mursell, Human Values in Music Education*
op* eib*,f p. 136*

where music held© great importance.

In Lih&sborg,

for example, all town activities and holidays are
planned to make their music festival successful*
In the three performances of The Messiah, which are
given in Holy Week, at least a fourth of the two thou
sand population participates in the chorus or the
3

orchestral and tores generations of toe same family
are represented frequently at a performance.

Balti

more, Maryland, has had a municipal director of music
for many years, and has maintained a symphony orches
tra and concert hand for community concerts.
Birmingham, Alabama, has maintained a large music
appropriations

Denver, Colorado, Portland, Maine,

and San Francisco, California, have held municipal
concerts for many years.

St* Louis, Missouri, has

held omtoer© opera for Its citizens • Salt Lake City,
Utah, and Dallas, Texas, have municipal pipe organs.
Hew. fork City ham held symphony concerts In to®
Lewisohn stadium many summers.

Kansas City, Missouri,

Washington, c. 0.-, and Winston-Salem, Merth Carolina,
have maintained municipal auditoriums.

Boston, Mass

achusetts, Westchester County, Hew fork, and many other
communities have held annual festivals for several
f

years,

*

,

,

„

toe National Federation of Music Clubs has

sponsored national contests for individuals and groups.

the last third of toe ntoetoemto century,
music, founded on to® old singing school
for young and old, warned; then professional 1sm
created a class consciousness.

Individuals,

dreaming of a career, drew away t m m amateur ester*#'
prises.

The solo quartet displaced toe choir.40

There was a need for improved congregational singing,
under, toe leadership of chorus choirs, and that
condition has since been remedied,

toe .Westminster

Bhoir.Btoool, of Princeton, Mew Jersey, under- toe
direction of Dr* John Finley Williamson, has- done
pioneering work in preparing choir leaders to direct
and train groups recruited within a church member ship
la his famous- Motu Proprio, Pope Plus- X recommended
the establishment of toe necessary training schools,

39 playground and Recreation Association of
America, Deismnfiily Music (Boston: C. 0. Birchard
.
Bl-fitorar of PublicSchool Music in' the United StatesTSew' York:' Oliver
pp. 222-223?'
—*■■■" — — ■a—

.m~ —1
.1
111.11

f ill

—... .— -

It»w n >.

Mill » . »IIIMIII HIM

2

wallet schola Cantorua, to restore congregational
singing to combat the concert music used, in the
Catholic Church^1 fhis joints toward a more general
participation- to. worship*

^ MuameXX, Human Values in Music Education*
op# eit*, p* 8.1•
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XV* The Justification Of -fix# Secondary
Stsli©©! Music Program
The secondary school music program is justified
by its- contribution to the realisation of the object
ives of education through its contribution to individ
ual .development and community life,

the Educational

Policies Cos®lssl0 B had for its last classification,
the Objectives of Civic Responsibility! Thayer, Zachry,
and Kotinsky had for their second* Wider Social Re
lationships.
have the

It will be assumed that these objectives
for their common field of activity

and. observation:! and if music contributes effectively
to the community it should satisfy the requirement®
of the stated objectives*
In Section if , Ideas have been presented which
reveal that music contributes many values to an indiv
idual.

Singing contributes to his health* provides

wholesome activities for his leisure time* gives him
a means of self expression for his religious feelings,
and a release of his emotions.

Music helps to make

a happy home, engenders social contacts and relation
ships, aids in strengthening democratic principles,
and is a means of financial earnings*

Above all, it

effecting the promises of American democracy* Is to
guard, cherish, a&v&nee, and make available 1b the
life «f coming generations the funded and jewing
wisdom,9 know ledge, and aspirations of "the race*
The practical, social, and fine arts are all essential
parts of education*

According to the Educational

Policies 0'oscnBissiom
Fin# arts, which are Often, regarded as
nornamental11 by the thoughtless; In truth they
are not mere refinements of life* ****th@y sprre
to distinguish civilisation fro® barbarism*
Music has been criticised by some educators
and lay people as one of the fads and frills which
has gotten- i»t® our. curriculum in the past few decades*
High school music can he justified in many ways,
tot Its- major' justif laation can be found in its. -mm
excellence In high standards of accomplishment, and
for Its splendid contribution to community •Ilfa*

^ Educational Policies Commission, The
nlque Function of Education,in American Democracy
Washington, D.4Bv: Rational Education Association
of the United States and the Department of Superintendonce,
pp* 77 -SO *

f

Pitts ©rite© that the high schools hare produced the
mo$% brilliant and expert performance by -the largest
number' of students of any nation at any time In
biftterf,^3
k brief discussion of 'the history of the
development of music as an element of the curriculum
of the public school will suggest, perhaps* that the
contribution which music can make to personal and
social development was recognised at an early period
and that its inclusion in the school program was in
response to a recognised need.
In 1838* public school music was first intro
duced-.jji lei? England.

This started as an attempt

to Improve the singing In church service.

It will

be remembered that the Puritans gave scant support
to music*

The old ■singing school# began In I?20,

but it was 1837 before music was taught In. the grammar
schools.

The first teachers were products of the old

singing schools.

Between 1838 and the Civil War,

not more than fifty cities had public school music*
Clnnclnnati was the first city to institute music
(185?) in the- primary grade'-©.

In a real sense, how

ever, public school music -came after the Civil War.

^3 pitta, op. elt.» p. 24.

By 1886, the United States Commissioner of Education
^reported that two hundred and fifty school systems
were

regularly

teaching music.

Marked advances In American music were encour
aged by ;

(1). concerts and success by American concert

artists, (2 ) activities of choral clubs, (3 ) forma
tion of orchestras and bands (Theodore Thome was
most active In presenting symphonic concerts through
out the country —

he popularised good music) ,

(4) and activities of the Hew England Conservatory
and the Clnnclnnati Conservatory*

During this period

teaching became an art, music books were compiled and
published, tonic and, sol-fa was Introduced in New
England, rote songs were taught, and 'in 188$, music
was an activity which was taught by most grade school
teachers.^ it is also significant that Thad&eus F .
biddings endorsed the system of reading smaio by
actual reading from books rather than from a black
board.

This system will be referred to later as

teaching to read music by the use of copious material*
The matter of developing discrimination and
proper standards in pupils Is important in our

^

Birge, op. cit*, pp. 127-128*
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culture * This calls to mint a Question which music
teachers must answer, namely, "Will the popular appeal
for swing music ant hlllMlly haute increase or
f
decrease?" Young men sand women should he given the
opportunity to work with music of high quality to the
point where they can experience the satisfaction which
derives from its performance*
■give directionst

Dykema and Gehrkena

select music of high quality*

direct it with vitality and artistry* and keep the
p&plls working hard.^Another question invariably
arises, "'Should we teach for enjoyment or for gain
of technical power?* ©ykema and Oehrkems answer '
that we Shcmld do both, for in so doing there are
definite gains*

Some of the noblest music in the

world k m been written in vocal form* and music with
good texts adds culturally to toe performer*^
High school pupils contribute heavily to toe
mmmmltf*

the girls* glee club, toe a cappella

choir* and toe- btjys® glee club frequently sing better
than to# usual adult parallel organizations * High
school groups* vocal said instrumental, all over the
nation, perform for such events as:

^

Parent Teachers®

Bykema and Gehrkens, op. cib., p. 457*
Ibid., pp. 19-72.

Association meetings, civic sMfee, memorial eegpowmles,
meet!mgs, Bed Cress meet
,, corner-stone laying** la
camps for service men, in school and sguniclpsX eoB’
certs, competitive festivals, and
has been

©urteg the past two decades
an effort to attract young people

church choirs,
of music.

mainly by the institution of toe
Often, tola leader give© private

oases

f or oervleeo given, in the choir,
a school srasioian holds ale# the
position; this insures something

oeaoon

ant Gehrkens, op*.cit,

Dr* Thomas H. Briggs, a recognised authority
OH secondary education, write# as follows concerning

All ay own thinking about education is gnldod
by two very- simply stated principles* The first
one Is that the primary duty of the school is to
teach people to do better the desirable things
that they are likely to do anyway* Another duty
Is to reveal higher activities and to make them
both desired and maximally possible* What are the
musical activities In which people actually engage
outside of school? In limited numbers they sing
and play on various instrumental in larger numbers
and more frequently they listen to others play said
sing| and they think said talk about -music* What
do they play and sing? fe what do they listen?
Of what do they talk? and how do they carry on
these various -activities? Answers b© such ques
tions, give raw curriculum material* After ©val
uation- it is to be arranged for teaching; and
then fee first challenge is to teach, pupil© to- do
■'better- than they otherwise would do- those things
that m m m t# you most desirable.
In addition to this, the second principle
demands that the school should reveal to pupils
higher activities — higher types of music* better
ways of singing or playing, better- ways of listen
ing and responding, and better- ways of thinking' ‘
m m measure the school h m always done* frequent
ly* however* attempting the revelation on a level
hitter than the pupils are ready to appreciate
and to approve* . Unless they are sad© to desire
these hljgswr activities and to seek mastery over
them* tee teaching is likely to. he Ineffective
and futile. It Is what pupils are inspired to
seek after compulsion cease# ■that counts* -

fbomas H* Briggs* "Music in Secondary
Education*n H E M 0 Yearbook* 193&, PP* 42-45* cited
by Peter W* Bykema and Karl W* Gehrkens, the
and Administration of High school Music
C* Q* Birchard and Company *'I'Mlf,;p* 354.

Mttre.ell Justifies music as a school subject
because it falls in with the project type of organ
ization*

This is of considerable importance, for It

involves a joint undertaking be which each pupil
makes his own personal contribution.^9
Music can offer, under present school condi
tions* an- almost perfect- example, of how standards
ought to be set to achieve educational and stoical
outcomes, for the reason that it naturally arranges
Itself In the form of significant undertakings*
Dr* John Ersklne is reported to have said tost when
he had to reconstruct his piano playing sufficiently
to perform In public one of -Mozart1® concertos, it
represented one of toe most formidable moral tasks
of his whole life*

Music can be delightful, but it

is not easy; furthermore* it becomes more exacting
as we work with lb*

It should not be divested- of

the element of hard work, for it means a constant
revision of standards, to self end to others.

We

learn in it to see toe identity of musical, human,
and moral values*50

^9 Mursell, Human Values in Music Education.
op* cit*# pp* i » - * s r r ~
50 Ibid., pp. 1 5 8 -1 6 0 .

There is a principle to education, that the
cooperative activity of a group of like-minted
learners ©an exercise a very stimulating influence
-on each individual.t This is toe idea underlying •
©lass instruction, as opposed to private' teaching.
Thus, a social m m text- for learning is provided.
The acquisition of an ability is private and indiv
idual, but its expressive use is social*

Glass work

should he planned to furnish toe social patterns for
expressive activities, since toe ©las# ©an arouse
momentum and enthusiasm.

It- Is well-adapted to

Import- int© musical learning toe essential: sense of
reality, for It can foster a sons# of cooperative
responsibility.51
John Dewey characterized toe school as a
simplified, purified, and balanced environment*
This does not mean a place of preparation for life
only, for there should fee no break with toe future*
Many educators treat to# music program with, less
respect than arithmetic or foreign language ©tody,
because they think of it as an extra-curricular
activity*

Students may become members of a chorus,

hand, or orchestra; but toe critic# ask If tola is

51 tsurseii,
Human* Values «In
Music
rsn'X WaK*"1
**» ■
mmmxmmmrn -Education*
MW.
op*, ©it*-, pp« 2 0 3 *”209•
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really serious business, and is it the kind ©f thing
school#- sr# for* ne- lesson is feeing learned, and no
assignments are feeing giram.

ft cannot fee argued, as

an arithmetic -teacher earn*. that the alnd# of. the
student# are storing up knowledge to fee used at a
later' day,

Because srusl© seems a lea* serious process*

it 1 # often relegated to a lower plane along with
minor athletics or the social

life of the

s c h o o l *52

If we consider the school as an environment
for lining, however, our attitude toward singing and
listening to
Wm

the host m a l a will fee different*

If

environment is to- fee simplified, .purified,, and a

balanced way

of life, smsie. feeeome# still more Import

ant; because it provide# emotional experiences that
mo other activity can equal,

it provides a means for

personal and mental growth and, release, moral situa
tions, .and

cultural background, Progressive educa

tor# find In the music, program an agency that help#
advance their idea#, because the music program
harmonizes with the nature and .function# of the Ideal
school..

52 nureelX* Human Values in Music Education.
op* elt., p« 331*
y
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fa-} Music presents a picture of m ideal school
activity, fh) the music program, properly handled,
embodies ant represent® the principle on which the
whole Internal organisation of the school should
he governed* (c) ‘The music program afford#
tlal contact# between the- school on the one hand
and general _society' on the other, between school
life and life in general — a relationship which
la recognlged as one of the great needs of modem
education-^
One of the greatest dangers to the school today'
Is that it m y he divorced from lit®*
exist# In other institutions also —
business, and the church*

This condition
professions,

This unnatural condition,

prevalent in many schools, can be resisted hy setting
up the right sort of internal organisation, and by
maintaining effective external relationships*

the

first m e m # may he accomplished by reforming
currimiluis and procedures*

If music- Instruction is

planned in. term® of needs of both individuals ■,and
society, It should have- generous treatment within
toe schedule, not used as an appendix? and it should
he considered equal to any other school experience
so far as credits and recognition are concerned*
There are many good examples Illustrating what is
meant by external relationships, such as to® Alumni
■Chorus of the Ithaca, lew York, High School! an

organisation in Flint, Michigan! Omaha, Nebraska, Hi#x
School? and th@ Madrigal Singers from the Stats College
at Emporia, Kansas*

The school music program should

operate to motivate musical activity outside the school
so as to provide contacts with life which are most
natural.

The program should Include contacts with

the home, and should thus effect a change in the
cultural status and richness of life there-.

The

school should assume leadership In community culture,
and If to# music in the school is well planned, It
will tend to- carry over into the- community life
naturally and simply.
Mur sell Imagines a skeptical critic, who regards
the music program as a waste of toe taxpayers* money
and pupils* time*.

This critic puts music on to© basis

of stamp collecting, needlework, and the study of
San&scrli*

His criticism may he answered, that srusio,.

from the standpoint of historical and sociological
fact, is an important part of our- common culture, that
men of the highest genius have devoted serious efforts
to it, that It Is a part of our western civilisation
(a civilisation based on Christianity)f that ©very
child has a right to he brought in contact with' It,
that much pleasure may he derived from it, that those
persons having no aesthetic interests are limited and

Immature, and that music can provide a means for mental
and personal development.

tolsgtre time Imposes a

responsibility on education, and some part of the
pupils* activity must be given over to this end.
Mur sell admits that written and oral speech,
reading, ant elementary arithmetic are 'most essential,
in fact, more important than music? every person must
possess this group of knowledge. Three things have
affected, the status of these fundamental subjectst
first, they are now taught so efficiently it takes
less time to learn them? second, many parts, once
taught* are new deleted —

formal grammar and advanced

arithmetic! and third, children stay in school longer
(more years) than formerly * Bines more time "Is now
available, there, should be- time for music -and related
activities.^
To. summarise, educators and, musicians have',
endorsed teaching music to school because (1 .) music
contributes worthy qualities to students, and (2 )
the student® carry these benefits to the community*
Regarding the contributions of music- to the students,
indirectly affecting toe community, It has been stated
that fine arts are necessary to education, and music

5$ lursell, .
Human lvalues, to Music Education*
op* clt*> pp. 233-2507

belongs In this classification*

High schools have

produced excellent performances by large participating
groups,

The awareness of beauty justifies music study,

and developing standards is Important to our culture,
and/further, teaching appreciation- of good isusle will
offset bad m&B1c.

Briggs, in M s philosophy, urges

schools- to reveal higher activities.

Music Is import-

ant because It fits In with the project type of organ
ization, for It sets up significant under takings.
liuslc Is a moral force becaUie It- gives toe pupil
toe experience mi successful achievement. -.Class work
In music provides a. field' for discussion of music
w M e h has been performed or bCart.

There Is ample

time'for music in toe oehos:
M , ;since toe a w e vital
subjects, English and arithmetic, are now taught mere
efficiently* ami student® have ’mow more- year©- to
attend school.

Music provides emotional release, aud

it Is .part -®f .our common culture.
Regarding toe benefit* which toe -students carry
to the community, it was presented, that public school
music s o m m M began as a plan to improve church sing
ing? and ''-quick achievement-.came because of adolescent
enthusiasm.

There is social value In toe study of

music,- leisure time has become m responsibility to
toe community, and male'- can be a great aid In this.

cormectlosu

Perhaps the m m % Important fact Is that,

music study is closely related to Ilfs, for. it applies
to too school life and to toe community life at toe
same time? and this makes music a valuable and mean
ingful subject* for it tends to offset the criticism
that toe school Is divorced from life#

THE VOICE CLASS® AT JOHW MARSHALL
m m

school

I* fh# Beginning of The Voice Classes
At Jokm Mai"*shall High School
Voice classes were started in both the senior
high schools In Richmond the fall semester, September
If34* by Mr* Walter 0* Mercer* then supervisor of
music for toe city of Richmond. He engaged the
investigator to set up the course of study and teach
toe classes*

These began with two class©# at Thomas

Jefferson High school* including eighty students!
and one class at John Marshall High School* with
sixty-five students enrolled#

Full scholastic credit

was allowed, toe same as that given for English,
\

History* or any ether academic subject*

Mr* Mercer

had some difficulty arranging for this full credit,
for toe School Board thought the vocal wort should
not have toe same standing as other subject#* sine#
there would he little or no home wort* and tm regular
assignments#

Mr* Mercer, however# was able to con

vince them that there was no real discrepancy* since
toe students would of ten he asked t© do extra service
singing in concert# which would he scheduled outside

were five classes, tore# at Thoms Jefferson High
School, and t w at John Marshall High school. En
rollment grew

0 0 .fast*

1m the m x t year* that in toe

September 1236 semester, a full-time- teacher was need
ed for classes at Thomas Jefferson High School, and
the investigator was engaged with a full schedule of
classes, at John Marshall High School*
IX. m e Plan Of Study
This plan I#' practically the tame- as toe
wigliial which was made before class wort taf begun*
It was.planned to prepare student# to sing successfully in' school and.community organisations*

It-

has seemed to wort out w r y satisfactorily* and- few

The course is based of the following factors

Each of' those will be discussed at length*
since method is important In music, as It is in any
work which combines art and science*
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foehntuue
fhis Is the v<acal method, a copy of which was
given each student at the beginning in the voice

4 SHORT TEXT FOE' VOICE GUXiOTtE

fhi# brief work makes no elate of originality,
hut 1 believe it will be practical and useful*
Hone asent! ale have been omitted; and it contains the
material which has been successfully used in train
ing voice classes In high schools and colleges* glee
clubs and choirs■*

Vocal technique (or method) say be divided
for convenience' into three prtneiplest Support,
Resonance, and Registers#
m m m
|Breath control, breathings etc*)
the tone, should be eustaiiied and supported
by a conscious, steady pulling in of the abdominal
tract, as the breath supply is needed* while sing
ing, 'the chest should remain in a comfortably high
position, and should not he relaxed until the end of
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Exercise ,4
I M s .exercise should be meet only foa?
teaches the proper action of the supporting

may
Bo not
(a) mote

may

may

may

the abdominal tract with,a
* muscular movement*
tones

Sxeretse B
Slow

«Wr

my

may

ny

of breathing for all singing.

With hands on the lower ribs, expand out and up
with a muscular movement* Maintain this position while
singing, and completely relax when through
EXPAOT TO BEE&OTE —

B0 HOf BREATHE

W

8XPA8&*

Hhile singing, the ribs stay out and mpf and
the chest doe# not fall until the end of the phrase.
Complete relaxation of the ribs and cheat

muaclea at the end of each phrase is very important,
fhe muscular movement of the ribs in both expansion
and relaxation} must be prompt and spontaneous. Strive
for elasticity" of movement rather than strength.
* • * * * * * # # * ■ # * * # * *
HESOHAKCE
(Placement, Kasai Reinforcement, etc.*).
fhis is probably the most important principle
of all*. Zgy describee resonance, as follows ;
Resonance Is the forward humming ring, or*
ringing hum, which, gives .intensity and carrying
power, solidity and character, whether the voice
is loud or soft. .. .It is the ring in the voice. 1

* f * Henry zay, Practical Psychology of Voice
and of life {Hew Yorks G* Schirmer,"1l%§ff)9 P* 347”

4a
Exercise Q

ny#a
»e«.

nyaa
may

ryaa

nyaa

nyaa
250©

tit© breath support as In Exerclce B*
a stroig*
cavities which are
the nos©

.mas. mee mas mee

say may mah mah mah mah ash
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Mow apply thee® two principles (Support ant
Resonance) immediately in some simple song* Reduce
the thought preceding each phrase to this; ** I must
spread my riba comfortably, and keep them out while
singing, and then relax completely at the end of the
phrase* ** Do not think this: * I must fill my lungs
wite breath.n Make your iroice ring — fill the rason-

For resonance and clear diction
Slow

bah boh bah t

Phrase at the breath mark ( V ). Emphasis# the
'Consonant#:, then sing again, using for the consonant
S, 0 , T, M, M, or Z* Retain the same rowel sounds.
For example — sah say, sah see, etc.
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REGISTERS
4 vocal register
of tones produced by ■
necessary and natural
.Ion of tone- In the
the low tones

been defined, as a series
mechanism* There is a
In the thought ©f directOf'all singersi as well
# baritones,.

The middle register is approximately as fol*

baritones, and

O
The
the. given note and

{upper
S'
ail higher notes.?

for sopranos

<r
The thought directs the tones
of the middle register, as in X;
but we direct the thought for the
high tones, as in Y; thus aiding
nature by our bower of will*
X

ee
-©S' the n ooh ,f protrude the lips, sad get a
pure 0 0 sound, as la the word soon* Xawn, and give
the high not# qn extra supporting^pressure by the
breathing muscles. Think toward the crown of the
head, dropping the .law, getting a yawning form,
darkening bright vowels, and thinking into the
interior cavities* toy one of these directions will
produce the right tone*
The diagram X ia false, obviously, but it. is
an aid to Indus © the right offoot. What really
happens, in singing a correct high tone, is- that theuvula is raised, as is ■the soft palate, and the tone
is resonated in the nseo-ph&tjpx region, -as. well as
in the other resonating cavities used in the middle
register*
k simple' rule Is produce the middle, or medium
register, the same way you would speak' loudly. In
the upper voice., however, think a yawning fora, and
darken the vowel sounds.
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Use the same instructions as In Exercise E.
sopranos and tenors
low

contraltos, baritones,, and basses
&0W

&h
»

and

« ■» $t; « « « * * #

* .W «■ # W » W

Sopranos arid tenors should not use ©tost tones.
Baritones ant ‘
basses us© these tones © 0 naturally that
It is hardly nsoessary to Instruct toe® ©long these
lines* fhmf will feel a sympathetic, alteration ©m 0. >
(below middle 0) and all lower tones, as If the ton#
~is resonating principally In the chest#
Contraltos should sing chest tones mm middle O*
or € sharp {the half tone above), hut under no eireuiastances should they carry this resistor higher in the
scale. ftoF should feel a. sympathetic chest ¥ iteration
when the correct tone Is' sung; and they -will. :te© aware
that the quality on these chest tones resembles to#
quality of a man*© waice#
Ixeretse F

£
pC
£

3=3

1 0

•»1

II* IK

II (

Mah

2

11 *

•1 *

.7r ^
Man T T
••• ...

*

5
».* *
I » *

Sing chest tomes on the G and ©11 ton#© below G
The chest tones are dotted mi&eraeath.
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Nothing is mors important to vocal classes than
the method* or technique, of singing*
If sung, can never he effective.

Good music, ’hed-

To spoil young fresh

voices with had technique would he an injustice to the
school, the students, and the community; talented
individual® could never realize musical ambitions, and
the vole© classes would he an expensive waste of time
and money*
When teaching voice in high school, it Is al
most impossible to go into detail in the matter of
technique, for the student® are Impatient to sing*
Year after year, therefore, time taken for the dis
cussion and study of technique has been shortened*
and attention to it ha® been simplified to the barest
necessities*

These fundamentals are:

(1) how to

support a tone with the breath, (2) how to resonate
a tone, and (3 ) how to sing medium* high, and low
tones*

From a singer*& viewpoint, this is a complete
/

technique; and the daily work, an hour of singing,
gives ample opportunity for the class to practice
correct singing.

There are three examination periods

every semester, when each student sings alone for
evaluation; and the teacher is given opportunity to
make necessary criticism® and corrections*

The repertoire listed in the course of study
refers to the numbers which are taught to the voice
classes to he sung as solos*

Individuals are required

to sing one of these numbers before the class and for
examination*

The songs are taught in appropriate keys,

by transposition, so that the high voices and the low
voices can leant them in a key which is comfortable to
each student*

To vary the program, the class is re

quired to sing the song, one member at a time singing;
two or three short phrases as the song proceeds to its
close; and when f inished, It Is started again from the
beginning, and is continued until all members have
performed.

This builds confidence in a student, and

offsets self consciousness and nervousness.

At other

times, the class Is turned into a vocal clinic, and
each member must sing from the platform, when he is
criticised for posture, performance, and any outstand
ing quantise^ good or bad*
When the classes began, In 1934, available
material (music books) was very limited, so the
students copied songs from the blackboard, and they
also learned to transpose the keys.
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Such songs were used as:
The Rosary
LaaciaChlo .
Planso (In Italian)
Pale Moon '
When Song Is Sweet
Buna
Serenade
The Zephyr
Shoririln* Bread
Dedication"TinGerman)
Mah hlndy Lou
Rolling Down To Bio
Could -My Song With Wings

Nevin
Handel
Logan
Sans-SoucI
Mcdll
Schubert
LaForge
Wolfe
Frans
Strickland
German
Hahn

When the school secured hooks which contained
suitable solo material there was no more need for
copying and manuscript making.
Some of the. solos used from the Hollis Bann
Book, Book foury2 are:
The Silver Ring
Songs My Mother Taught Me
0 Thou Sublime^ Sweet Evening
Star (Tannhaeuserl
Ave Marla (English and Latin)
Serenade (Duet arrangement)
Thou*rt hike Unto 4 Flower
0 Holy Night
— . ..
Incline Thine Ear To
Danny
Deever
m<m 1
nmtmmrnm- mwrnmmmmmtmemmm
if

Chamlnade
Wagner
Bach-Gounod
Schubert
Mam
Himmel
Bamrosch

3- Hollis Bann, Hollia Dann Song Series, Book
Four {Clnnclnnatl: American Book Company, 1936}*
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Some of the solos used from Music of Mary Lands

3 are s

AQUJpE QF WILLIAM &MAEY

_______ (Jocelyn)
Godard
When I. Was Seventeen (Swedish Folk Sons)
Oriental Romance '1
Neapolitan Boat Son#
Biseardi
Serenade To Nlta '
Spohr,
0 Rest In The Lord (Elijah)
Mendelssohn
He Shall Feed His Flock and
Some Unto Him (The Messiah)
Fly How, O Song 1*3* Singing
1 Lowe Thee
Sleep, Little one. Sleep (Duet)
Humbers from a concert version of Gounod* s
Faust, and simple folk sons© from other books are
used constantly.

Songs from musical comedies, semi-

popular, and sometimes popular songs are taught by
rote, so as not to infringe the copyright law# which
forbids copying music.

The studentsusually know

popular songs from listening to the radio, therefore
little time is necessary to teach them.

Proper

diction and interpretation are given considerable
emphasis while teaching the solos*

3 Osbourne McConathy, John W. Beattie, and
Russell V. Morgan, Music of Many Lands and Peoples
(New Xorks Silver Burdett Company, 1932).
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This is done mainly by the use of copious
material.

There Is some drill on toe internals which

make up the major and minor triads*

The values and

names of notes, in both treble and bass clefs are
taught, as well as any other theoretical matters or
terminology as the need arises*

The main emphasis

in this area is to have the student develop toe
skill of using eye and ear at the same time.

There

are drills on difficult passages when necessary; and
students are required to identify these chords:
major, minor, diminished, and augmented*

The students

learn to read music by actually doing it; by frequent
ly changing the material, they soon 1earn that they
cannot rely on memory alone*

Each part (the sopranos,

altos, tenors, and basses) is often required to read
another part*

Most of toe members, of these classes

seem, to have little difficulty holding singing posi
tions. where reading, is a requirement*
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Part-elnglnft
la this department the school is fortunate in
having hooks which are excellent for voice classes*
There is* 'la addition, a good library ©f octavo- music,
sacred and secular;, much of this was required music
for the competitive festivals.

The classes are re

quired' to learn some important anthems which are in
the library of Grace Baptist Church, where the teacher
is choir director, and has access to this materiali
this enables the selected groups to become familiar
with the standard choir repertoire generally used, in
the community.

The classes are required to sing

Latin texts when they are presented#.

Listed “
below are some of the numbers
'j• '
■ .that are
used moat frequently, taken from the two books already
mentioned, and presented as examples of the materials
on which the voice classes work.
Some of ^ie numbers used from the Hollis Bann
Book are:
Come Where My Love Lies Breaming
Foster
Cod So Loved The World "(The Crucifixion)
Stainer
I Ain* t Qwine Study War Ho More (Spiritual)

I n^fW^tt^e^etXe^eST Sullivan
Requiem
Bantock
God'YsA Spirit (The Woman Of Sharia)

Bennett
Tschaikowsky
Sullivan
Mozart
Praetorius
Bach
-----Boehm
isimTs
m r ~
Evening And Morning
Oakeley
Pinsuti
GoodNi^ht, Good Klght, Beloved
Yea, Though 1 Walk
Sullivan
Ye Watchers And Ye Holy Ones
Goodhart
k Joyful Christmas Song
—.
,
Gevaert
Chants: fhe''''Lordre Prayer^ Trayte*s Chant,
Gloria Patrl,"anl''Stainer'rg Seven^oid Amen
Incline Thine Bar To Me
Hlmmel
Cast Thy Burden'fKlljah)
Mendelssohn
Come Ap^alnf 'Sweet Love
Lowland
In These Delightful, pleasant Groves Purcell
The Three Kings '
Gevaert
A Legend
Tschaikowsky
Adoramus Te
Palestrina
Break Forth, 0 Beauteous, Heavenly Light
Bach
The nightingale
0 Hush Thee, My Bable
Ave Terum '
Lo. How |l Rose Bfer Blooming
How Let Every Tongue Adore Thee
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Setae of the numbers used from the book, Music
of Many hands and Peoples, are :
Finlandia
Lo» X Shall Beyer Want
the Bell Buoy
Gaudeamus Xgitur
Here Comes the Flap;

Sibelius
Bortniansky
Curtis
Cain

there are in use several books published by
Hall and McCresry, that have more advanced numbers
than those which have been presented, a concert
arrangement of Gounodrs Faust, a Bach collection,
a collection of descants to familiar hymns, Handel* s
Messiah, two hymnals, and^several Gilbert and
Sullivan operas,
talented students are put In quartets and
other small combinations during class periods, to
give them an opportunity to sing one of the essential
parts in regularly harmonized numbers.
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Appreciation
The room assisted for the voice classes la
equipped with a public address system that plays
records, and every Friday is given over to listening
to choral or symphonic records#

The school owns only

ten albums ©f records, but the teacher lends records
from his own library to the classes, so there are
sufficient examples available to cover the require
ments of the courses, as they are listed in the texts
used*

A course in music appreciation is given one

year, and one in the history of music the next*
The following books have been used:
Music in History, McKinney and Anderson, for' his-lory of music^
Discoverlng~/Music,: McKinney and Anderson, for
appreciation5'rr™
Listening to^Husfe Creatively, StrIngham, for
appreciation^
great Symphonies, Spaeth, for themes to write on
the blackboard^

4 Howard D* McKinney and W* R* Anderson, Music
in History (Clnncinnati: American Book Company,‘19#0)*
5 Howard D, McKinney and W* E, Anderson, Dis
covering Music (Clnncinnati.: American Book Company,

1934),

"

6 Edwin.df Sbringhatt* Listening to Music CreaV
lvely {Hew fork:" Hrentice-HaHr Ino7, 194SJT
7 Sigmund Spaeth, great symphonies {Darden
City, Hew York: Darden City Publishing Go*, Inc*,
1936)*

& short looture precedes toe listening period,
and toe students take brief notes, which must he
evaluated by toe teacher at the end of toe semester1s
work.

This deviation from singing is planned for

three reasons, namely: to add variety to the course,
to keep the singing from becoming monotonous, and to
develop a sense of musicianship and love for good
music through hearing it.

Despite the fact that there

is excellent choral music available, It is interesting
to note that composers chose to write principally
through the medium of the orchestra.

Unless attention

is paid purposely to symphonic music, vocalists are
frequently ignorant of toe world1s best music.

Many

students of the voice classes, it is gratifying to
note, seem to develop Interest in symphonic music;
for this is indicated by comments made and letters
written by alumni of the class, to the investigator.

Other Classes
(For which no credit is allowed)
in addition to the regularly scheduled classes,
there have been four special groups for advanced
students? no scholastic credit is given to these
classes*

These classes are as follows:

fhe Choir,

the Opera Class, the Girls Chorus, and the Boys
Chorus* All groups rehearsed during recess periods,
excepting the Opera Class*
the Opera Class took over all activities
previously undertaken by the Choir, in 19^6, and this
group, was- organised for two. reasons:

first, it was

the year the school was scheduled to produce an opera,
and there was not Sufficient rehearsal time during
recesses or after school; second, there is always a
shortage of hoys, and the cadets helped fill the
vacancies, though they could not rehearse during
recess or after school*

For these reasons this special

class was organised and scheduled in a regular class
period*

The Opera Glass numbered sixty-three, and

since the state contest regulations have allowed
sixty-six in the mixed group, since 1946, the Opera
Glass will probably be a permanent organisation*

fhe Opera Class lias made an opportunity for a. larger
number of students to participate In advanced work*
because of Its larger membership; for the Choir*
which it replaced* had only thirty-six members*
fhe airls Chorus* as an organization* has been
continuous*

fhe membership was formerly limited to

thirty-six* governed by the state contest regulations
‘
hut a change was made in the regulations* in 1946,
and the Cirls Chorus was enlarged to fifty members *
fhe .Soys Chorus... has not1
'been continuous.* for
there have been many years when there were not enough
boys available to form a properly balanced male group
r

Each of these classes is organised* and has
officers* consisting of a president and as many vice
presidents as are necessary to represent each section
The Opera Class* for example, has a president* and
four vice presidents* representing the sopranos*
altos* tenors, and basses; the other classes follow
the same pattern*

The officers help to check on the

attendance, collect funds* and form an executive
committee which helps the teacher to decide on mat
ters of policy and selection of numbers for programs.
The work of the special classes is difficult
and intensive* and members are chosen on a basis of
seniority and ability.

Much of the work has always
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been a cappella, done not only for Its effectiveness
in performance, but also for the good singing and
musicianship that may he developed by its use.
fhe special classes represent the school in
concerts, contests, school and community functions,
and make phonograph records to help other classes.
$l list is presented, to give some idea of the services
rendered by these classes since they were organized,
as follows:
In School
programs for school groups and organizations;
at Commencement, dune and. February;
assembly programs;
concerts for the public, in the auditorium;
thanksgiving programs;
Christmas programs;
singing In the halls of the school before
Christmas;
foreign' language programs;
class day programs;
Quill and Scroll Society programs;
Christian Youth Club programs;
Spanish programs;
operas, given every two years {Pirates of
Penzance, KuddIgors, Pinafore. lolanthe, The Bed.
Mill, and The ''Mikado)

In the Community
annual .spring concerts, at the Mosque;
annual ensemble concerts (by small groups of mixed,
voices., girls voices, and male voices);
fhe Messiah concerts, at the Mosque, given for four
years, with both senior high school choruses com
bined, and soloists chosen from both schools;
concerts at other schools in Richmond, Maury, Lee,
Albert Mill, Bainbrldge, Chandler, East End, and
Blnford, to encourage Interest In the voice classes
All State Chorue, 193&* concert;
annual State Competitive Festival, 1937-1940 inclu
sive, for., soloist#, ensembles, and choruses;
national Festival, regional, 1941, for ensembles
and choruses, and sight-reading competition added;
annual State Competitive Festival, 1942;
annual State Competitive Festival, regional and
state, 1946, for mixed chorus;
annual State Competitive Festival, regional only,
1947, for soloists, mixed voice ensemble, girls'
chorus, and boys- chorus;
concert# at Mary Washington College, Fredericks
burg, Virginia, by Choir and Olrls Chorus, six
occasions;
Masonic Comer Stone Laying, three occasions,
New Medical Center, State Library, and Y. M* C« A*;
Musicians Club concerts, twice;
Parent Teachers Association programs!
Red Cross meetings;
Richmond Teachers Association meetings;
Student Cooperative Association meetings!
Women*# Auxiliary League of the Methodist Orphanage
Teachers League, V* E. A. meetings;
Teachers League, fri State meeting;
Rotary Club, Kiwanis Club, and Sphinx Club meetings
Community Fund banquets;
Housewives League meetings;
Christian Endeavor state meeting;
Olrls Reserve, x, w, 0. A* meeting;
church services;
broadcast# over Richmond stations, WLEE, WifRO,
WRML, WRTB, and WRVA.
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War Activities
American Legion meeting!
concert, a defence entertainment program, at the
Virginia Museum of Fin© Art si
State Nurses Red Cross meeting;
Patriotic Meeting, at Capitol steps;
w t Am An American n meeting;
Junior Bed Cross meetings;
concerts at Camp Lee, McGuire1s Hospital, and
the'Air Base*
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To indicate the type of music performed by the
special groups, there is her© presented the program of
a concert held at the John Marshall Auditorium, Friday*
December 6th, 1946;
Bali, Smiling; M o m
Spofforth (a cappella)
fhe" Silver Swan
Gibbons (a cappella)
Hallelujah, teen (Judas Maeeabaeus) Handel
fhe Opera Class
Alleluia
May flight
Hymn To The Sun

'Mozart— Blegger
Falmgren— tatters
■
Rimsky-Korsakoff— Harris
The Girls Chorus

La 01 Darem (Don Giovanni)
Mozart
Duet for soprano and baritone
Music Of Life
Cain
Pretense
Clokey
Onward, Christian Soldiers
BullIvan— f!11sen
■The'opera Class
When Children Fray
Fenner
4 Spirit Flower
Gampbell-Tlpton— Treharne
Somebody* a Knock!n* {spiritual) Dett
The Girls Chorus
The Drum

Gibson
__
Geibel
Of Jericho {Spiritual) Bartholomew
Male Chorus

When Day Is Done
Without A Song
Be&ln The Begulne

Kateher— Lawrence
Youmana— Stickles
porter— Howorth
The Opera Class

6k

Groups Organized As An Outgrowth Of
School Music Activities
There are three groups which organized as an
outgrowth of school music activities, hut which were
not organized under school regulations or schedule*
and these are as follows*

the (h I* Josefierds and

Stage Door Commandos, the Alumni Choir* and the Cadet
Glee Club,
During the war* a group of alumni and students*
girls and boys* organized their own singing club, and
called it the G« I* Josef lends and Stage Door Commandos,
with the purpose of assisting the Red Gross,

They gave

concerts every week at one of the camps or hospitals*
sang over the radio, and made appearances at community
affairs whenever they were called on, using standard
music and popular music, for solos and ensembles? and
they continued their activities until 19#?*
The Alumni Choir, having about seventy members,
was organized in 1940*. and it rehearsed a program of
advanced music*

This group sang but one public concert,

at a Teachers League meeting, and lasted only one
season; because another choral group enlisted many of

the members, and the conflicts became so frequent it
seemed best to dissolve it in favor of the rival
organi zatlon.♦
The Cadet Glee Club was organized in 1941, with
fifty members#

It gave one concert at school, and

sang at the cadet annual dance*

It was discontinued

■after the one season* as there was no available time
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COLLECTED

Preparation Of The Questionnaire
k questionnaire was prepared (X) to determine
how many John Marshall students from the vole© classes
are now singing in church choirs, and (2) how many
alumni from the vole© classes are continuing their
singing*
The questionnaire was mimeographed on cards,
and these were given to selected students, who repre
sented the churches attended by members of the voice
classes#

The investigator gave the reason for getting

this information* and explained that the term on the
questionnaire, w j. M. singers ” me&nt both present
and former members of the voice classes*

The students

then consulted the choir director, the pastor, or
some member of the choir of his church; in many cases
the student was a member of the choir and in position
to get the correct information readily*

The question

naires were filled out, signed by a choir director,
pastor, or the student, and returned*
were issued and returned.

Sixty-six cards

fhe questionnaire was as follows:
WXlUrCJni• * « « * • * « * . . o . e « « « » * o
How many singers are enrolled in the Choir?.****,*
How many are from the voice classes at J, M* ? **••*
How many are former members of these classes?***.*
How many of the J* 1* singers are soloists?***..**
How many of the J. M* singers are paid?.. ***•*#•'•*
How many other singers from J* M. {present or
alumni) sing solos or lead singing in
Sunday School or otter organisations
(as S« f *-U*, C* J3*, Kpworth league, etc*)? **»
this Information is accurate so far as X can find.
Hate* *.* * * * _

{S i g n e d ) ***«*«**•«* ********** * •«

Results Of fhe Questionnaire
fhe figures from the Results of the Question
naire (page TO) show that the churches attended by
members of the voice classes totaled sixty of the
one hundred and sixty-six white churches of Richmond,
or 37 per cent*
In referenc© to the objective of the question
naire (1) to find how many students from the voice
classes are now singing in church choirs, it is found
that over half, or 58 per cent, are members of choirs;
and they represent more than 9 per cent of the total
number of the combined choirs of the churches question
ed.
In reference to the objective of the question
naire (2) to find how many alumni from th© voice
classes are now singing in church choirs, It Is found

that they represent more than 1? per cent of the total
number of the combined choirs of the churches question
ed*,

fhe proportion of John Marshall singers*, present

students and alumni, In the combined choirs is 27 per
cent,

these proportions are not impressive, but it

may be considered that the figures are low because of
the comparative newness of the vole# work,

fhe number

of those leading singing, one hundred and thirty-nine,
Is surprising, and an Indication of useful activity*
A detailed study of the Questionnaire Results
(Appendix) shows some interesting facts regarding the
musical conditions in the community, namely:

most

churches, evidently, have adopted the chorus choir,
since only one church reported a quartet.

There are

twelve hundred and forty-six singers in the sixty
churches listed, and this apportions each church an
average of twenty singers, which should be enough to
Insure a good musical program, six churches have each
50 per cent, or more, of their choir personnel from
the John Marshall voice classes, present and alumni,
and two of these churches are made up entirely from
the John Marshall singers*

Results Rot Covered By The Questionnaire
There are some tangible results of the work of
the voice classes which are not covered by the quest
ionnaire*

A church recently gave up its chorus choir

and engaged a quartet, and three members were alumni
of John Marshall voice classes, but the church is not
included in those presented in the questionnaire*.
For many years John Marshall alumni have formed the
nucleus of th© male octette which sings every summer
at the First Baptist Church, but this church is not
Included 1m those in the questionnaire*.
A record book at school shows that, during
a period of time from 1934 to 1942, there were
forty-five students, or alumni, from the voice classes
holding paid church choir positions in Richmond; the
questionnaire would not indicate this, because it
does not cover these past experiences* The.' question
naire cannot show that there are at least ten alumni
directing church choirs in Richmond.
Every year the Investigator receives an average
of fifteen inquiries, written or telephoned, for
singers from the voices classes; these come from choir
directors, pastors, and civic leaders.

This seems to

be an indication of approval from the community*

Results Of The Questionnaire
Given In fetal Humber©
The number of churches attended by students In the
voice classes
number of students fro®, the voice classes
attending these churches
The number of singers enrolled In the choirs of
these churches

188
1248

The number of singers In these choirs now in the
voice classes

118

The .number of singers in •these choirs who were one©
in the voice classes
219
The number of singers In these choirs from the
voice classes* present and alumni

337

The percentage of singers in these choirs from the
voice classes, present and alumni

27

The number of singers in these choirs that are
soloists fro® the voice classes, present and
alumni
'
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The number of singers in these choir© that are paid,
from the voice classes* present andalumni
22
The number of singers that lead singing In Sunday
School* or other organisation© In the church, from
the voice classes* present and alumni
139

?i
Choral Organizations
These organizations represent a part of the
secular musical activities of Richmond.

There are

two community choral groups at present,- (1) the
Richmond Opera Croup, and (2) the Are Muslca Guild.
Both organizations have alumni from the voice classes
of John Marshall High School in their membership.
An examination of the program of the last
production of the Opera Group, Victor Herbert* s The
Red Mill, given in November, 1946, gave the following
facts:
Principals, 31, including l§t .men and 16 women;
John Marshall voice class alumni, 3, Including
1 man and 2 women.
Chorus, 40* including 19 men and 21 women;
John Marshall voice class alumni, 10, Including
5 men and 5 women.
There were 71 members in the production;
John. Marshall voice class alumni had 13, or
IS per cent*
An interview with an officer of the Ars Muslca
Guild gave the information that the membership
includes:
15 sopranos, 13 altos, 8 tenors, and 14 basses;
John Marshall voice class alumni, had 2 sopranos,
4 altos, 3 tenors, and 6 basses.
■The membership totals 50; John Marshall voice
class alumni number 15, hr 30 per cent*
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Case Studies Of John Marshall
Voice Class Alumni
Four case studies are presented to show that
the work of the voice classes aroused and encouraged
an interest in music, that talent was discovered and
developed in the classes, and that students were
prepared and influenced to continue their singing
after graduation,

fhe studies include cases of a

church chorus singer, a church soloist, a church
soloist who directs a choir, and a choir director
who is an organist*
Case I
Hilda attended a junior high school where she
played the guitar in the school string hand, although
she could not read music.

She received some encour

agement from the teacher who played accompaniments
for the group*

She entered John Marshall High School

in February, 1938.

Ho one else in her class took

vocal, so her mother laughed at her when Hilda told
her she had enrolled in the voice class.

Her parents

both sing, but they have had no formal training.
Hilda had no idea whether she was a soprano or con
tralto, but finally decided she sang low, and tried

out with the contraltos*

fhls was her proper classifi

cation, and she learned to sing alto parts.

One day,

during her first semester, she sang the alto part In
a duet with a soprano, and did it very well, and she
was encouraged.

She made good grades in school, and

was exemplary in her attitude and cooperation*

She

was selected for both the Choir and the Girls Chorus,
in the fall of 1939* three semesters after she had
entered high school*

While in these organisations

she made two trips with the Choir to Mary Washington
College, in Fredericksburg; •she sang in two contests
with, the Choir, Girls Chorus, Mixed Ensemble, and the
Girls Ensemble, and one of them was the national
Regional Contest.
at school.

She was in the chorus of Pinafore

She came to the choir of a Baptist church,

on a general invitation given by the teacher, in 1940,
and she has been an active and' faithful member- since
that time*

She has repeatedly sung In octettes,

special groups in Christmas services, regularly with
a girls quartet. In the young people* a mixed quartet,
and once tenor in a quartet*

Remarkably, she learned

to play hymns and simple songs merely from the theory
taught in school, and from observation of the piano
keyboard chart displayed in the classroom.

She later

studied piano with the church organist for a year, and
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when he went away to another position, she continued
with another teacher.

She stopped, after two months,

when this teacher failed to interest her, and then
found a satisfactory teacher with whom she has been
studying three years.

She plays good standard con

cert music, and twice she has played the piano accom
paniment part of a Bach number, with the organ, at
church services. She was entirely unacquainted with
good music up to the time she entered the voice class.
Hilda has stated that she is glad she took up vocal,
because the things she is doing now which she likes
the best have been made possible by her work in the
voice class.

She says it was a lucky hunch when

she decided to take voice.
great deal to her*.

Her church life means a
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Case II
Virginia*s. parents are both slightly musical,
she says, for they cam both sing*

She attended a

junior high school where she was a member of a large
chorus*

There was only group singing,

was too large for individual attention*

for the class
There was a

woeful lack of 'material (books and music}-, ant too
much copying from the blackboard, ‘too much theory to
be learned* and too much drill on syllables (do-remi)*

She had very little Interest In the class, and

she was actually discouraged.
She came to John Marshall High School, Sept
ember 1937, and at that time she did not know that
she had a solo voice*

In February 193S, her second

semester in the school, she was selected for the
Girls Chorus; and In September- 1938, the nest- semester,
she made the Choir*

She sang a solo twice In the

State Contest, winning second rating one year, and
third rating the next*

She sang in all the competing

groups, and she was a member of the mixed enSgmble
group that won the rating A plus, the highest given
for many years.

She sang solos In assemblies at

school; a solo at a V* E* A* meeting; she was on
several Monocle Review programs, broadcast from WRVA;
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she sang many times for the Christian Youth Club; and
she was in the chorus of Pinafore*
She was in the junior choir of her church when
she was twelve, and she was selected for the senior
choir when she was fifteen, though the age limit was
set at eighteen.

Shortly after this she was made

soprano soloist, a salaried position*. ..The- church Is
one of the largest Methodist churches in Richmond*
and they have a paid quartet and a chorus choir of
forty-five members.

She sang, as special soloist*

with a male chorus that gave concerts In the City*
Including several, appearances -at Ewart'* s Cafeteria. '
She has recently joined the Richmond Opera Croup.
For four years she was a member of the USD Olrls
O-lee Club* an organization of thirty girls (twelve
of which were former members of the John Marshall
voice classes), which sang every week at the USD,
and gave concerts at McGuire* s Hospital, Richmond Air
Base, and Camp Peary.

She was chairman of the group

for two years before it disbanded, in September 1946.
When she found she could sing solos, a year after
entering high school, she started taking private
lessons, and has continued her study until the present.
She sang her own program, recently, for six weeks over
Station WLEE, and was invited to continue the program*
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Virginia says she has always loved music hut
did not hope ever to he a soloist*

All she has done,

she states, is a result of her experience in the
voice class, and this made her high school life and
work interesting*
of the voice class*

She learned to love school because

?8

Gas© III
Bussell says that M s parents are net musical.
He was In a voice class In junior high school* hut
found It boring because there were not enough boys in
the class.

There was too much singing on syllables,

too much theory, too much copying from the blackboard,
not enough singing, not enough music or books from
which to sing, and too much repetition.

He liked the

appreciation, or listening, part of the program.

He

entered John Marshall High School In 1933, and was in
the first voice class organised there, in 1934*

His

voice had changed, and he had an Idea how to sing a
bass part, a skill he had developed from singing with
other boys attempting barber-shop harmony.

He thinks

that this Informal singing was a good moral influence
on the boys.

He was not a good student, where books

are concerned, so he was in the voice classes for four
years, whereas the normal time should have been three
years*

He wanted only to sing and play football, and

he was excellent in both of these activities.

He was

in the first dohn Marshall Choir, and was elected
president.

He helped organize the Boys Chorus which

sang in state competition*

He organized and sang in

a male quartet which went to the Junior high schools

which feed into John Marshall High School, to sing
programs purported to interest hoys in singing* this
quartet sang at many school functions, and sang for
eight weeks over Station WBTD« He and another hoy
were responsible for organisation and the beginning
of the custom of singing carols In the halls at
school just before the Christmas holidays* and this
is still continued*

He surg^the bass solo In The

Messiah the second year of its performance by the
high schools groups.

He sang the bass solo and

received the highest rating in the State Contest,
He took the part or Sergeant of Police In The Pir
ates of Penzance, and had a sol© In a production of
She Stoops to Conquer. He started, singing'-'In a chorus
choir In 1933# but shortly after this he got the
solo position In the choir of the historical St.
John* b Episcopal Church, where he sang for five years.
Up to this period In his .experience.'he had received
no private instruction.

In 1940 he went into military

service# and he was In a chorus choir at Gamp Story,
Virginia* 1941-1942; this was a chaplain*s choir,
with mixed voices.

Overseas,*during 1944-1945* he

sang in the division male chorus, and a solo In a
ahbw.

Since 1935 he has been a member of the Are

Musica Guild.

He was a member of the Orpheus Glub,

an a cappella group.

He was a second bass in the

original. First 'Baptist Male Octette# and he continued
this summer engagement for seven years. Be has been
In three productions of the Richmond Opera Group, and
had a small principal part In one*

He now holds' the

solo bass position In a Christian church where servi
ces are held only Sunday mornings, so he directs the
chorus choir of M s .own church Sunday nights; and he
Is studying choral conducting.
Ref erring to the voice classes, Russell says
that many take voice because they think it will be
an easy subject! but In his case, it changed his
whole system of living,..,.for he was self-conscious!
now his ability to sing has helped him socially*
He says, ’* Music broadens one* s outlook, and now I
appreciate-' more things la life —

music has made

this possible*u He has made many friends through
his singing, and has received considerable financial
returns at the same time*

Case IV
Charles* a mother is a church organist, so he
has always had a musical environment! hut when he
entered John Marshall. High School, nevertheless, he
played only popular music, and that not very well,
despite the fact that he had studied piano.

He

frequently admitted that he could not read music,
and he was a poor accompanist.

On several occasions,

he was called on to play accompaniments for the class,
at which times he demonstrated his lack of ability.
He persisted in his efforts, however, and soon showed
real improvement, and because he sang, he had an
innate ability to accompany.

He started playing with

a dance band, and this made It necessary for him to
read music.

His progress became rapid from this time

on, and he was earning money as well,

He became

baritone soloist at the church where his mother was
organist, and his frequent requests for help and
coaching in class indicated that he was Interested
In his singing.

The teacher was director of two

college glee clubs, and gave Charles the job of
accompanying.

He practiced diligently, and began to

show a real flare for this sort of accompanying,
seeming to know Intuitively where to bolster up weak

spots 1b the harmony, and where to support#

He was

prompt and reliable about all appointments# and busi
nesslike in all dealings.

He sang the bass solo part

satisfactorily in a performance of fhe Messiahs though
his voice was a light baritone.

He took the part of

the Major General in fhe Pirates- of Penaance, and this
suited him well.

He got a position as soloist and

choir director in a small church, where, by good
planning and efficient rehearsing he developed a good
program.

He then studied organ with a competent

teacher.

He finished'high school, and because of his

ability as accompanist got a scholarship at one of
the colleges where he had been, playing for-the glee
club; thus his playing made It possible for him to
get a college education.

He got the position of

organist and choir director at a prominent Fdchmond
church, where the organ, formerly used in a theatre,
was a freak so far as a church service is concerned;
but he showed his resourcefulness- in his handling of
this weird instrument, and even gave recitals on It.
He gave up dance work and developed a private class
In piano and organ while he was still in college.
He could now read music well, and he developed a
creative urge, writing an organ number which was
accepted and published.

He was graduated from

college, got married, and bought a car; hiss profess
ional work bad made all this possible.

He then got the

position of organist in a large church, and at the
same time took a position in a nearby county school,
where he taught voice classes and music appreciation*
After two years, be got a position in Roanoke, Virgin
ia, where he taught voice classes in high school, and
directed the choir in a Methodist church#

Contrary

to general experience, his voice developed into a
tenor, and he was soloist as well as choir director*
tn less than a year he was called into military
service, and he became a radio operator*

Later, he

was made chaplain1© assistant, and organised a choir
of service men In England*

In Austria, he organised

a symphony orchestra, which gave * pop 9 concerts,
and furnished accompaniments for several variety
shows and musical comedies; these he produced with the
help of local civilian talent, people who were professlonal theatrical singers#

then he was discharged, from

service, he became the organist and choir director of
a Methodist church in Norfolk, Virginia.
Charles thinks the voice classes at John Mar
shall High School changed the course of his life*
His Interest had been only for popular music before
the activities of the voice classes aroused his

attention to choral music and accompanying.

The work

he did in The Messiah made a profound impression on
him, and he has presented this work at every opportun-
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Short Case Studies Of Students In The Voice
Classes That Are In No Selected Groups
Six short case studies are presented to show
that the work erf the,voice classes aroused and
encouraged an interest In music- and that students
carry over what they have learned in the classes,
singing and appreciation, to the community.

The

answers represent typical activities of the less
talented members of the voice classes, or about
two thirds of the enrollment*

The six students will

be designated as Af 8, G, D» Ef and F.
QUESTION;

Do you sing In the movies?

ANSWERS;

All answered yes.

QUESTION;

Do you sing in church?

ANSWERS;

All answered yes.

QUESTION:

Regularly or occasionally?

ANSWERS:

Four answered regularly; two, occasionally.

QUESTION:

Is there any connection between your sing
ing activity and the school vocal classes?

ANSWERS;

A. Yes. I frequently singsongs and hymns
at home after singing them at school.
B. without the school vocal classes young
people’s voices cannot be developed so
that they can sing out of school.
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C* Yes# I have learned to read notes, and
when I am singing a song which I do not
know I can read the notes*
B. Yes* It helps me to read notes. The
records help me to recognize music on
the radio.
E* Yes*
F* Yes* It helps considerably in choral
work at church and other places*
QUESTION:

Where and when do you sing?

ANSWERS:

A* I sing when I’m happy regardless of
where I am.
B* Church, school, home, parties, and any
small social groups of young people*
C. Wherever there is music and it Is all
right to sing. I sing where there is
music I can sing by.
U. School, church, home; in groups when I
go out. In fact, I sing much of my
time.
£. When I am home dressing or lust sitting
around.
F* I sing at church, school, and home,
especially when I feel good*
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QUESTION:

What has the class contributed to your
interest In music?

answers:

A. It has made me appreciate classical music*
B. The vocal class has contributed to my
Interest In music, In that it has widen
ed and increased my knowledge of class
ical and seml^classical music* it has
also made me appreciate the classical
music as well as popular music*
In vocal class, we sing songs of
many lands, as well as those of our own
native land. In my opinion, the vocal
classes are of great help to students
Interested In music*
C. For a long while I did not like classi
cal music, but now that I know the mean
ing and the worth and what value music
has I have learned to listen to it, and
it makes me mad when some one talks while
it is playing*
p. A great deal* It has made me appreciate
good music* It has helped me read notes*
E* A great deal, because I would have never
been In the church choir If I hadn*t
taken vocal. I would never have been
able to read notes if I hadn't taken
vocal. I am now interested in differ
ent types of music.
F* It has helped me in a lot of things* It
has helped me cultivate a liking for all
types of music, and it teaches a lot of
things one ordinarily wouldn* t learn.
This class has helped me in many ways,
and the training I received has been in
valuable. I'*in sure that all along In
my musical career things I learned in
this class will be popping up*

Case Studies Of Three Church Choirs
These case studies are presented to show that
until the school had regular voice classes, very few
young people sang in church choirs; that the high
school singers have given an impetus to church music;
that the congregations like the youthful vocal quality
of the high school singers; that the ministers and
leaders of the churches like to have the young singers
in the choirs because of the religious Influence on
these young singers, and on the other young people
of the church, through the power of example; that
many of the young choristers become regular members
of a church because of their Interest in the choir;
and that there is one disadvantage, discrimination
against the young singers, which is based on jealousy
directed toward them by the adult singers, because of
the disparity in age*

Two of these churches had only

a few high school trained members, but the third
included in its membership two thirds who were alumni
of voice classes.
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Case I
The Investigator was mad© director of this choir
in 1922*

The church had a large music budget, a choir

of thirty members, and a paid quartet.
been organised for several years*

The choir had

The sopranos were

good, and there were two leaders in this department,
the altos were weak, and the men were good, though
few*

-The quality of the ensemble was fairly good, but

it lacked vitality*

The reading ability of the group

was poor, therefore long rehearsals were necessary.
In that same year the local high school started vole©
classes, but ths teacher was, not •effective, and during
the two years he -was there ■little progress was made.
The next year (1923) the school secured a new teacher,
who was a singer and professional musician, though he
had little formal education*

He was successful, and

at the end of the year his mixed chorus sang some
unaccompanied numbers which displayed quality, blend,
and nuances that only frequent rehearsing could accom
plish; these young singers had set up an enviable
standard.

Contrasted with the performance of this

high school group, all other youthful singing in the
city, such as groups in Sunday School and those in
private music classes, was feeble and Ineffective*

The church started a hoys’ choir, which sang
special numbers for a time, and after two years, was
able to sing anthems with the adult choir*

The boys

learned to read music rather well, and added soprano
and alto volume to the ensemble*

It was not until

1928 that three high school students came Into the
choir.

The students did not have strong voices, they

supplanted no one, and they were not unwelcome.

By

this time a few of the ex-choir boys started singing
tenor or bass in the choir, as their voices had chang
ed.

The group, in the matter of agOi was mixed; and 1

the choir numbered about fifty singers, women, boys,
and men.

The work was good, but there was not a

pleasing blend, especially In the soprano department,
and the soft effects were not satisfactory.

Very few

young people, besides the ex-choir boys, came into the
choir from the membership, or from the young people* s
departments.
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Case XI
The investigator moved, in 1929, to a new
position in a neighboring city.

The choir there,

having about twenty-five members, was newly organized,
and there were no teen-agers*

The high school had a

well developed choral group, and the teacher of that
group was the director of a large children* s choir*
enlisted from the whole community.

In a year the

church choir Included five students from the high
school, who materially helped the quality of the en
semble.

There was no resentment toward the hi#i school

students when they came into the choir, though there
were no vestments to help disguise the difference in
ages.

The quality of this choir was superior to the

one described in the preceding study.
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Case III
itfter elghteen months the investigator came to
Richmond, In 1930, and organized a chorus choir*

There

were no high school students in the choir, for the
voice work in the high schools did not begin until
193^*

The singing In the Sunday School and other

organizations was weak*

In 1935, the church engaged

as soloist a sixtebn-year-old soprano, who had shown
superior talent In the voice classes at Thomas Jeffer
son High Schooli

4

bass who sang in the choir when

he was sixteen is now soloist*

The church has had two

junior choirs, at different periods, and each time the
junior choir was dissolved to take new members into the
senior choir*

The new members generally took the

places of adults who found choir work too much of an
obligation*

Many singers were enlisted from the voice

classes of John Marshall High School*

The church has

become a training field for many Richmond singers; some
have secured paying positions in other churches*

Some

have joined the church because of their Interest in the
choir, and this was encouraging to the minister and the
church leaders, for the singers bring their friends and
relatives to church*

The singers become good workers

in every department of the church, are good examples,
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and. assist whenever they can.
k difficulty arose* caused by jealousy and pre
judice*

Some of the adults resented the young people

coming into the choir, and some of them left because
they did not want to sing with young folks*

The choir

actually improved because of the withdrawals*

Some of

the adults* having had no training, produced dark,
lugubrious tones, which gave a drab quality to the
ensemble; but the improved quality, founded on lyric*
youthful production, gave a spiritual lift to the music,
and the rehearsals and services gained new enthusiasm.
The choir still has some older members, but there is
no longer any friction.

The introduction of young

singers, particularly soloists, was difficult*

Only

the support of the music committee and sympathy; of the
congregation made it possible; but the young singers
developed satisfactorily, the skeptics were won over,
and the members of the church take pride in the singers
they have seen grow up.
The high school singers represent twenty of the
\

thirty members making up the choir, and Include the
soprano, contralto, and bass soloists, and the organist*
The program is rather demanding and includes four
quarterly musical services each year, besides the music
for regular services, and occasional broadcasts, yet the
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general rehearsal, held one© a week, lasts no longer
than an hour*

The members read music well, and it is

unnecessary to hold long trills Just to learn the
music*

This choir is superior to the two choirs

reported in the preceding case studies*

CHAPTER V
SUlffiARY AMD HEGOMMEHBATIOHS
The work In school is effective because it is
■shown by the action and behavior of students in school
and the community*

ft has been shown that music con

tributes to the objectives of education*

The voice

classes at «Tohn Marshall High School are Justified
because the work done has contributed to the desir
able growth of the individual, and through him to the
community*

Evidence has been presented that a close

relationship exists between school work in music and
real life conditions*
The voice classes' have contributed to church
choirs* choral organizations, and to civic affairs.
<

The extent of this contribution has been shown* in some
measure, as followst

a list of school and community

engagements for which the voice classes have sung; by
the results of the questionnaire; from the examination
of the roster of the two choral organizations; from
the statement regarding the solo positions held in
Hlchiaond by voice class alumni; and from the constant
requests made to the Investigator from choir directors,
pastors,, and other civic leaders for student singers
from the voice classes to serve in their organizations*

The classes have discovered and developed
talent, and have aroused an Interest and love for music
in students.

The classes have prepared students to

carry over Into life appreciation and musical skills,
after finishing school, thus enriching the community.
Xn addition to the benefits to the personality of
students, the training of the vole© classes has made
financial compensation possible, for some of the
students receive fees for singing*

In some cases

students have made a vocation of singing, accompanying,
or choral conducting.

The foregoing facts have been

revealed by the following means:

four case studies

of alumni of the voice classes; a detailed description
of the course of study used for the ©lasses, in which
preparation for advanced singing was emphasized; six
short case studies referring to the singing of students
away from school, and the influence exerted on them
by the work of the voice classes; and by all references
to the musical activities of the alumni of the voice
classes.
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On the basis of conditions and needs revealed
by this study, the following recommendations are made?
(1) The work of the voice classes should be planned
more and more In relation to the students5
future contributions to the community* This
may be done <a) by the selection of appropriate
music for the® to learn, on a basis of the type
of music that Is In use by church choirs and
choral organisations in Richmond; and (b) by
making as many opportunities as possible for
the vocal groups to take part in community
undertakings while still In school*,
(2) There should be organized, probably under the
adult education program, an alumni chorus,
which should give concert programs and produce
operas*
(3) Flans should be made and executed, by the
director of music for the Richmond Public
Schools, to enlist and Interest large numbers
of boys in music classes in the elementary
schools, because the high school work is
suffering from an acute male shortage.
(4) The school should have some systematic rela
tionship with the Community, like a placement
service, including records of singers and choir
directors* This service should be provided for
both students and alumni of the voice classes*
The Richmond Chamber of Commerce, through its
educational committee, recently urged the
forming of a city placement office rtln and for*
the Richmond Public School system.2' The voice
departments of both Richmond senior high schools
should be represented In this, for it offers an
opportunity for students, and a source of
development for Richmond music*

* Richmond Times-bispateh, May 22, 1947*
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APPENDIX

qmsTmwMXBM results
Name of
church

Number of
students
from school
attending
this church

Number of
singers
enrolled
in the
choir

Number from
the present
voice classes
at
M.

Number that
were one©
member£ of
voice classes

Number of
singers
from J. it.,
present end
alumni

Percentage
of singers
in choir
from J* M.

Number of
J. M* singes
that are
soloists

Number of
J..II* sing*
era that
are paid

Number of
J* M* singers
that lead
singing In
S* S., car other'
organizations

BAPTIST
Bainbridge

4

23

6

3

39 #

4

o

3

Barton Heights

8

36

0

HI;

4% it

4

4

3

Bro&ddus Memorial

6

12

0

0

t

0

0

0

0

Oalvarr

2

20

2

0

2

10 $

1

0

0

Clop ton Street

4

14

3

2

6

43 fk

2

§

1

Fairmouat

9

30

2

2

§,

if £

1

o

1

Sinter Park

40

0

6

6

16 $

0

0

11

Grace

1
1

30

1

3

4

13

£

1

1

4

Grove Avenue

2

20

0

2

a

10

f

0

0

6

Immanuel

m
m

1

3

4

16 $

1

0

a

Leigh Street

2
t

6

If

61 ft

0

0

12

Montrose

2

20

4

3

f

36#

a

0

2

Northside

7

30

2

2

4

13 $

o

0

2

Oak Grove

3

20

2

6

8

40 #

o

0

0

Oakwood Avenue

§

20

25b#*

4

0

1

2

12

3

*6 #

2

0

0

Pine Street

7

4

a

40 #

3

0

a

Raleigh Forbes

f

47#

3

0

2

Stockton Street

1
1

20
16

4
3
4
3

6

Pinehurst

1
#

20

10

10

100 #

a

1

4

Tabernacle

3

22

0

0

e

0

o

0

#

Venable Street

2

14

2

0

2

16

#

0

0

1

Weatherford

?

12

3

8

II

ta #

a

0

f

jfewcviel

1

0

0

2

a

s§ #

2

0

0

Woodland Heights

6

27

4

4

a

30 #

1

0

■1.

Webber

4

m

0

0

1

0

3

0

2

%

0

0

0

0
8

8

0

8

2

0

13

2
3

8

0

0

m

3

4

QUESTIONNAIRE

0

Second

6

0

8

1

0

0

1

8

1

a

8

2

o

0

VITA
The writer was “bora 1889, in Cumberland,
Maryland*

He sang in a boys1 choir, studied in New

York City with A. Y. Cornell, sang in concert, oratorio,
and church, as tenor soloist, for ten years, in the
United States and Canada; then became singing teacher
and choral conductor, working for the past twenty-five
years in southern states*

His formal education contin

ued while teaching in summer sessions at the College
of William and Mary, and at the University of North
Carolina*
in 1938.

He received his B. A. from William and Mary
The writer is now choir director of Craee

Baptist Church, Richmond, Virginia, and vocal music
instructor at John Marshall High School.

